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state input controller
↓

x =A
+Bu =dynamic model ↳ u =- kx

y
=Cx -- sensor model

I
i =A +Bu -t( - y)

↑ observer

output

IMPLEMENTATION E(t +at) =I(+) +A+ (A(+) +Bust -((CI(t) -y(t))

ANALYSIS ↳err:(A-LC) Xerr where verr:* - x

=>D xerr(t) -> 0 as +t x if all eigenvalues
of A-LC have negative real part

(A -2) +
② Xerr (H) =2 Xers(0)



HOW TO CHOOSE L?
↓FACTS=te

x =(A - BK) x Kerr=(A-LC) Yeur

0 =det(sI-(A-BKL) 0 =det (sI-(A-kl)

↑ =det( (sI-CA-2c))Y(

K=place-poles (A, B, p) =det(I)- (A- ()T)
=det( sI-CAT- (2xT)(
=det (SI-CAT-CTLT)

L
=place-poles (A, c, p)



WHEN IS OBSERVER DESIGN POSSIBLE?

X =(A -BK) x controllable when

Wi:IBAB AB ... An"B]

is full rank

ferr= (A-LC) Xew observable when

LT ACT ATCT ... AY"]

/is full rank

wo:[E



DOES THECONTROLLER STILL WORK?

* =Ax+Bu E =A +Bu-L( - y) x
=
-k

5 y
=Cx

Sensor model observer X

Icontroller
dynamic model

-does this screw anything up?
* =(A -BK) x E- must we change our choiceof K?
is NOT the closed-loop
system anymore!



DOES THECONTROLLER STILL WORK?

* =Ax+Bu E =A +Bu-L( -y) x
=
-k

5 y
=Cx

Sensor model observer controller
dynamic model

We had found

Yerr: (A-2C)xer where Xerr:*-x.

Now, let's find

X =

Write in matrixform:

[Frr] [ I/Ferr]



DOES THECONTROLLER STILL WORK?

* =Ax+Bu E =A +Bu-L( - y) x
=
-k

Xjy =Cx<
sensor model observer controller

dynamic model

[Err]
=-Bi

-closed-loop system[ 0 = ](Ferr]
en

stability depends on the eigenvalues of this matrix

FACT:

CONSEQUENCE:
--

re+(( ])
=det(F) det (G)

the eigs of [F-BK
-BK IO A - LC

are the union of the eigs of A-BK and of A-LL

So
... choose K as if i =(A-BK) xwere the

-

closed-loop system - This is still ok?



SEPARATION PRINCIPLE

you can design the observer and
the controller separately

D design the observer while ignoringthe controller (works for arbitrary u)

I design the controller assuming the
state estimate is perfect



NONLINEAR SENSOR MODELS

I

i =f(m,n) -e,re) -ameltteet↑
Y A

o
=

g(m,n) =g(me,ne) +Ewe,u-mel -(amene
0
2

e

181,meltdemeno - g(me,ne) I Cm

en
ne e

y C D


